As Ebola dominates the news, another epidemic
quietly runs amok on U.S. soil.
It’s the proliferation of tattoos.
45 million Americans are "tatted," but nine million
of them wish they weren’t.
Yet while they’d like nothing better than to remove
their hated tattoos, they’re afraid of the pain and cost
of conventional treatment.
That’s all changed...
Now there’s revolutionary technology that’s giving
those with tattoo regret a new lease on life...
And the chance for you to cash in on an extraordinary
investment opportunity.
Dear Reader,
There’s no escape. America is infested with 45 million of them.
That is, people with tattoos.
Young adults are particularly vulnerable to the tattoo craze.
It’s like a disease.
In a way (as you’ll see), it’s more
contagious than Ebola.
Society often shuns the tatted. Fall prey
to body art and you can find it all but
impossible to land a job.
You might as well be a leper, right?
And while the condition is reversible, it typically involves undergoing treatments
that can easily run north of $4,000.
The price is too much for many. So they go on about their lives, concealing their
shame as best they can.
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Just ask one Hollywood starlet…
During a television appearance, she described how it felt to undergo medical
treatment for it.
“It’s incredibly painful,” she said. “Your skin sort of explodes and looks like little
kernels of popcorn popping up.”
Another famous actor knows her pain. He su!ered through 33 tortuous
treatments on his upper body and leg.
“You smell the skin burning,” he said.
Doesn’t sound like much fun, does it? But excruciating pain is what you’re in for
if you seek out the kind of care these celebrities endured.
Daisy B. knows all too well what a nightmare that is.
“Don’t get me started on the pain,” said the San Francisco-area native, who got
tattooed at 18. “I definitely dropped a few F-bombs in the earlier sessions.”
Tricia R. of Indianapolis first came down
with the “ink bug” when she was 19.
“I don’t know what hell is like, but
during my treatments, I would swear
that’s where I am,” she said. “It's by far
the worst pain I’ve ever felt in my entire
life.”
Jake M. of Minneapolis had this to say
about his treatments:
“It was like a rubber band made out of bacon grease being fired out of a rubberband-bacon-grease cannon,” he recalled. “Which is to say, it hurt a lot.”
Celebrity or everyday American, it makes no di!erence… conventional tattooremoval treatment is an equal opportunity tormentor.
But now there’s another option.
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A revolutionary new technology is “curing” people more quickly and with far
less pain than ever before.
Like one TV co-host who’d previously endured two painful (and unsuccessful)
treatments to mend her backside.
She’s healing nicely now.
“What I love about (it) is that it can actually work on people who’ve already
attempted (a cure),” she said in an interview. “This was painless.”
The physician who treated her expects every trace of her “disease” to be gone in
as few as five o"ce visits, which is far less than what she’d have to endure with
conventional treatment.
“This is the first major breakthrough in the last 20 years,” the physician said.
The new technology is giving fresh hope to millions of Americans su!ering from
tattoo regret. And it’s giving everyday investors willing to take action right away
a chance to snag gains of 440000%
% or more.

This technology involves a new kind of laser that’s far more e!ective than
conventional treatments.
International health agencies recognize this, and are allowing the company that
developed it to make their breakthrough available throughout the world.
It started in December of 2012, when the FDA granted marketing approval in
the United States.
In Q1, 2013, Europe granted “CE Mark Certification” for the device that
produces the laser, which allows the company to sell the devices throughout the
28 countries in the European Union… as well as Iceland, Norway, and
Liechtenstein.
Canada (2013), Australia (2013), Taiwan (2014), and South Korea (2014) have
also granted approval.
It’s the best news ever for the millions of people stricken by a growing tattoo
epidemic that’s infected 45 million Americans.
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It’s great news for you, too, as it’s placed an opportunity to quickly make gains of
400% (or more) directly in front of you… but only if you get in on this
technology ahead of the investing herd.
Unfortunately, you don’t have much time.
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behind the technology… a fact that could cause its stock to correct in a matter of
days.
I’ll tell you more about this company
in a moment.
But first, I want to reveal some
surprising facts that’ll help you fully
appreciate the profit potential in front
of you.

Why So Many
Youths Fall Prey
to The Tattoo
Epidemic
For young adults, it’s often about social
acceptance. Their friends get tatted,
and they feel the need to follow suit.
Others succumb to the influence of the
rich and famous.
That’s why celebrities with tattoos are
so contagious. Just by virtue of their
being rockstars or popular actors, they
often subtly influence their
impressionable fans to get tattoos.

The Business of Tattoo Regret
“Tattoo regret seems to take
about 10 years to set in and,
since tattoos were widely
popular in the early 2000s and
still are today, my suspicion is
that we are only seeing the tip
of the iceberg.”
– Will K., dermatologist and
medical director at Dr. Tatto!,
Inc., a 10-location chain of
U.S. tattoo removal centers
“Forty percent of what I'm
doing is tattoo removal.”
– Vladimir B., an esthetician in
White Plains, N.Y. and
Riverdale, N.Y.
“Tattoo parlors doubling as
removal shops are “a brilliant
business model because it
creates its own demand.”
– Andrew T., associate
professor at the University of
St. Andrews in Scotland

Monkey see, monkey do.
And more and more monkeys are aping the stars and caving in to peer pressure.
Right now, an estimated 22% of all Americans from 18 to 24 have fallen victim
to the tattoo craze, as have 30% of those from 25 to 29.
Overall, the tattoo trend is rising rapidly.
According to a March 2014 Fox News poll, 20% of voters have a tattoo, up from
13% in 2007.
That mirrors a 2012 Harris Poll that found 20% of U.S. adults have a tattoo, an
increase from 16% from 2008.
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The desire to erase tattoos often happens when certain realities hit home.
Like the realization that your rebellious emblem of youth is hindering
professional advancement.
Sadly, it’s sometimes forgotten that tattoos are meant to be permanent.
Changing tastes or circumstances can make people who once loved their tattoos
to want them erased, which helps quantify why tattoo removal is surging.
According to international market research firm IBISWorld, tattoo removals
have rocketed 444400%
% in the past decade.
The American Society for Dermatologic Surgery reports that its member
physicians performed about 96,000 tattoo-removal procedures in 2013, a 52%
increase from the year before.
That number is likely to grow, too.
Of the 45 million Americans with tattoos, nine million regret having them
(according to a 2013 Harris Poll).
So what we have here is a growing popularity of tattoos, and at the same time a
growing number of people with tattoos who want them gone.

This Recipe Suits The Tattoo
Removal Industry Just Fine
Here’s more food for thought.
If just 25% of the nine million people who regret their tattoos decide to get rid of
just one of them, that’s 2.25 million paying customers.
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Assuming they’ll pay $1,000 apiece (a conservative estimate) that’s a $2.25-billion
industry right there.
And remember, that’s just assuming one tattoo removal. Many people have
several.
This is a self-perpetuating trend that
bodes well for the dermatologists and
cosmetic surgeons who remove
tattoos.
Not to mention the industries that
serve them… and, of course, their
investors.

The Key to
Profiting From
Tattoo Regret
It’s a matter of investing in the right
companies, like the one that’s
developed the new tattoo-removal
laser I’ve been telling you about.
Right now Wall Street is severely
underpricing this company. As result,
it’s a ridiculous bargain today.
It’s even more ridiculous when you
consider an exciting new
development… one adding even more
value to the company.
You see, the FDA just approved this
company’s laser for another
condition… a condition even more
prevalent than tattoos.
Once the significance of this
development sinks in, I expect the
stock price to correct very quickly.

A First-Hand Account of Tattoo
Remorse
Some people have tattoos
removed because they no
longer reflect who they are.
Take Jacob B. On his left arm,
he’s had a tattoo of a python
with its mouth open,
something he drew when he
was 16 and had tattooed when
he was 17.
“I feel like it gives a false
representation of me, when
people see it,” he said on
Today.com. “They think it’s a
really bad-ass tattoo, and I
guess I wouldn’t consider
myself a bad-ass.”
He’s 31 now, and is currently a
dental assistant. He likes his job
so much that he’s considering
going to dental school, and he
worries that he won’t be taken
seriously with his silly teenage
tattoo. The python is fading,
and he’s not sad to see it go.
“If you’re putting something
on your body that’s going to
be permanent, it’s a huge
commitment,” he said. It’s a
commitment that I regret.”

In fact, it could easily happen by the end of the week, which means if you’re not
on board, you’ll have missed the chance at this rare windfall.
For the moment, however, shares remain available at a steep discount.
I’ll explain why in a few moments, but first I want you to see why this new laser
is destined to make current tattoo-removal procedures obsolete.

A Tale of Two Lasers
Before this company’s new laser hit the tattoo-removal market, you could expect
to endure at least 10 painful treatments over a torturous period of six to eight
weeks, at about $200 apiece… with no guarantee they’d work very well.
Worse yet, these treatments hurt like hell (just ask Megan Fox or Mark Wahlberg
- two of the celebrities I was talking about earlier).
But that’s all changed. The innovative technology company I’ve been tracking
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has spent the last 10 years developing the solution. A solution, that is, protected
by a patent through 2032.
This technology is a gamechanger in cosmetic aesthetics.
It’s the first of its kind in the world, and significantly cuts the number of
treatments, thus the cost of tattoo removal.
Most importantly, it vastly improves results and is far less painful.
I believe it’ll soon render the current “gold standard” of tattoo removal,
Q-switched lasers, obsolete.
Q-switched lasers deliver heat to targeted areas in nanoseconds. That’s billionths
of a second.

I’ll concede they do a good job of
destroying most of the ink molecules.
But they often leave residual particles
behind that are too big for the body to
eliminate.
In stark contrast, this new laser delivers
ultra-short bursts of energy to the skin
in trillionths of a second.
In fact, it shoots so much energy so fast
to the targeted area that it actually
pulverizes the ink molecules into
particles tiny enough for the body to
easily eliminate as waste.
Bottom line, the technology blows
away Q-switched lasers.

“First-in-Class” Treatment
“The speed of the laser makes
this technology ideal for
aesthetic applications in which
large photomechanical stresses
are applied to a particular
target,“ said Dr. Kenneth
Arndt, considered one of the
top dermatologists in the
country by U.S News and
World Report.
He expects this new laser to
rapidly become the “firstin-class” treatment for
pigmented lesions and tattoo
removal.

Below are some pictures showing how
much more e!ective it is.

The photos compare the same tattoo on the same person. Both sides were treated
three times within one month – the right with a Q-switched laser, the left with
our company’s revolutionary new technology.
Here’s another comparison.
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Quite a di!erence, huh?
With this powerful new laser technology, the company behind it is in prime
position to seize the market from current cosmetic laser treatments… and create a
brand-new market for the accelerated removal of tattoos.
Such a reality is opening up a no-brainer profit opportunity for everyday
investors.
But it gets even better…

FDA Approves the New Laser for
the Treatment of Acne Scars
Its approval hit only a few weeks ago, and could D
DO
OU
UB
BLLEE the company’s
market in the coming months (as well as its stock price).
Although statistics on acne scar removal are hard to find, consider that the
treatment of acne is a $3-billion industry in the United States alone.
Over 60 million Americans su!er from the condition, and a third of them –
about 20 million – have severe enough acne to cause scarring.
Enter this new laser, which is the only one of its type with FDA approval to
remove these scars. Now that this laser has the green light from the FDA, a huge
new market is wide open.
Allow me to underscore the following point…
The company behind the laser was a bargain even before this regulatory
approval… now it’s stupid cheap.
But it likely won’t stay that way for long (don’t be shocked if it rockets up in a
matter of days). Especially when you consider what a major player this company
is in the cosmetic technology market.
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Global medical authority iData Research predicts the aesthetic laser and energydevice market will shoot up to $3 billion-plus by 2017 (more than double its
2011 size).
The main reason is that people are getting older, but don’t want to look like it.
This new laser for tattoo and acne scar
removal is poised to be a major
beneficiary of this trend. That is,
thanks to its position as a global leader
in laser- and light-based aesthetic
technology.
It’s not an industry “newbie.”
In fact, it’s been in business since 1991,
with its technology being considered
state-of-the-art for hair removal, skin
rejuvenation, and the removal of
unwanted fat.
The company’s solutions include a
variety of products that are sold to
dermatologists, plastic surgeons,
primary care physicians, obstetricians,
and gynecologists in 120 countries.
It also holds the rights to 37 patents,
and markets over 14 di!erent
light-based systems.

Cosmetic Procedures Have
Doubled Since 2000
From 2000 through 2013,
cosmetic procedures in the
U.S. have skyrocketed from
$7.4 million to $15.1 million –
more than a 100% increase.
The market is estimated to
grow to $17.57 billion by
2015, an expected increase of
17%.
And this trend is international
– now more cosmetic
procedures are performed per
capita in Greece, South Korea,
Colombia, Brazil, and Italy
than in the U.S.
The reason for this explosive
growth – we’re growing
older... but don’t want to look
like it.

These breakthroughs are forcing
competitors to develop ever more
e"cient aesthetic lasers, which in turn,
is creating a snowball e!ect on industry growth.

Even better, as the leader in this industry, the company I’ve been closely
following stands to benefit the most from this e!ect, as its solutions are regarded
as leaders in the industry.
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As far as its financials, well… it’s doing very well, thank you.
Revenue rocketed to $72.6 million in Q2 2014, a jump of 45% for the same
period in 2012.
Much of the increase comes from a recent acquisition of a major competitor.
In fact, the company has acquired several competing firms over the years, which
has added even more strength to its position as a leader in aesthetic technology.
The FDA’s latest approval for treating acne scars only serves to further prove this
company’s status among the best investment opportunities I’ve ever seen.
But it’s a limited-time opportunity.
Once Wall Street wakes up to it, today’s bargain stock price will be a distant
memory.
I can tell you one thing… the big investment houses have no intention of
missing it.

125 Hedge Funds Are Betting This
Cosmetic Technology Company Is
Ready to Take Off
While Wall Street is (for the moment, at least) underpricing this stock,
institutional investors know it’s destined to be a winner, which is why 125 funds
hold shares.
Wells Fargo & Company owns $26.42 million.
TimesSquare Capital Management has $26.38 million.
BlackRock Fund Advisors holds $25.54 million.
It’s no wonder when you consider the following…
T
Thhee ttaattttoooo eeppiiddeem
miicc: As the army of Americans “infected” with tattoos
grows, so, too, will the demand for tattoo removal.
A
Accnnee ssccaarr rreem
moovvaall: The 20 million Americans su!ering from unsightly acne
scars represent a lucrative new market for our company’s revolutionary laser.
When you factor in that acne scars plague people worldwide, that market is
global.
D
Deem
mooggrraapphhiicc ttrreennddss:: The market for this company’s products is growing
rapidly because the population is aging, getting fatter, and is more youthoriented than ever.
C
Coonnvveenniieennccee:: The procedures done through this company’s products, like
tattoo and acne scar removal, happen in an outpatient setting in a doctor’s
o"ce (no trip to the hospital is required).
SSttrroonngg fifinnaanncciiaallss:: Revenue rocketed to $72.6 million in Q2 2014, a jump of
45% for the same period in 2012. And over the last 12 months, it’s raked in
$130.28 million in profits.
Now can you appreciate why so many funds own this stock?
Yet Wall Street (as of this writing) is severely underpricing it.

Why Wall Street Has Undervalued
This Company
Remember when I told you that this company recently bought out a competitor?
Well, as a result, the company has boosted its sales force by 12% this year.
“Experience tells us it takes about six months for new reps to begin to hit their
sales line,” said the company CEO in a Q1 2014 earnings conference call.
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“This continues to be our expectation particularly now given the breadth of our
standard product portfolio.”
As the new reps start hitting their stride, they’ll improve their sales performance
and thus the company’s bottom line, which is already happening.
Revenue in Q2 2014 shot up to $72.6 million, up 45% from the same quarter, a
year ago.
The acquisition also impacted the company’s third-party distributors. Specifically,
it forced the company to make strategic changes to its international organization
of distribution.
Those changes took place in the beginning of 2014, which caused a temporary
disruption in some markets.
I’m happy to report that those markets are now coming back on-line… yet
another fact that Wall Street isn’t considering in valuing the company.
Right now, much of the world is open to its new laser and other products,
including the United States, all 28 countries in the European Union, New
Zealand, Australia, South Korea, and Taiwan… and the company’s CEO
promises more international approvals are on the way.
So there you have it…
I believe the recent FDA approval to treat acne scars will wake Wall Street up,
and serve as the tipping point for the stock... in fact, it could easily tip by week’s
end.
You’d be wise to get aboard ASAP, before that happens.

I’m Robert Williams, the Founder and power behind Wall Street Daily.
My background is exactly what you’d expect of someone with great influence in
the financial arena. But I’m definitely not aligned with the interests of banks and
politicians.
Not by a long shot.
It’s true that I’m Master’s educated and classically trained in finance.
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It’s also true I served as an analyst to an institution whose endowment – worth
$2.9 billion – is among the biggest on the planet.
I’ve enjoyed tenure as the Senior Analyst to a Forbes Top 50 private corporation
with $9.5 billion in revenue, too.
Yes, I’ve moved millions of dollars around the capital markets, and unleashed
millions more into the economy.
All that’s extremely gratifying…
But my crowning achievement is launching Wall Street Daily.
It’s my rebuttal to the misinformation that passes as financial news.
The truth is that Wall Street is constantly deceiving you… so are the talking
heads on television… not to mention your Congressman, the Fed, and virtually
everyone else in Washington.
Even your broker is lying to you.
They’re all in on a massive con designed to separate you from your hard-earned
money.
Remember the dot com crash in 2000?
The real estate bubble of 2007?
Investors from all walks of life lost huge chunks of their portfolios as a result of
these disasters.
All because they believed our government and listened to the self-serving
charlatans who charade as financial experts.
It makes me sick.
You deserve the truth so you can make money as an investor, and I aim to give it
to you.
That’s why I founded Wall Street Daily.
My critics said I was crazy because I chose to start publishing in October 2008,
with the world still reeling from the biggest economic catastrophe of all time.
Who in his right mind would launch a multi-million-dollar business while the
financial system was tanking?
Me, that’s who. I knew investors needed leadership, so I put it all on the line.
It wasn’t easy. Truth is, it took a little while to gain traction.
But gain traction it did.
Today Wall Street Daily is half a
million readers strong, and it’s
considered one of the best financial
publications in the world.
It’s estimated I’ve helped unlock $26
million in new investor wealth since
the launch of Wall Street Daily.
My research sta! and I do it through
alerting subscribers to companies on
the forefront of budding trends and
disruptive technologies…

Wall Street Daily was one of the
first groups to formally recommend
buying into the 3-D printing
revolution, resulting in 139% gains
for subscribers.
We broke the news that a tiny
company had successfully tested the
first ever “sound laser,” enabling
investors to capture up to 119%
gains from the development.
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A small sampling of what Wall

Street Daily subscribers have to
say about Wall Street Daily’s
guidance:
“I want to thank you for your
due diligence and extremely
informative research. Today,
after the smoke cleared, five of
your recommendations turned
out to be my top-five gainers.”
– Karen, Detroit, MI
“I want to thank you for
making my dream come true.
I’m writing you this letter in
New York City, where I took
my whole family to attend my
son’s graduation
commencement. The trip
expense is covered by the profit
generated from your
recommendations. And I’ve

We accurately predicted computer
tablet manufacturers would begin
making their touchscreens out of
copper, giving subscribers an inside
track to a multitude of gains,
including 107% on one innovative
company.
We made headlines by revealing
how vulnerable smartphones were
to cyber thieves, and how that
vulnerability would spur
manufacturers to partner with one
tiny company to curtail
smartphone hacks. Result: 189%
gains for readers.
At Wall Street Daily, we’re like
bloodhounds. We sni! out genuine
innovation and new ways to make
money ahead of the herd.
And now we’re ready to help you put
some money in your pocket with my
latest investment report.

The FDA
Triple Play
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We’re all getting older, but no one
wants to look like it. And that’s driving
explosive growth in the cosmetic
industry.
In my new report, the FDA Triple
Play, I’ll reveal three companies in
prime position to profit from this
trend.
FFD
DA
AT
Trriippllee PPllaayy ##11
It’s the firm fighting the tattoo
epidemic, as well as benign pigmented
lesions, acne scars, wrinkles, and
unwanted fat. Besides its ticker symbol
and other important information, I’ll
provide you with my full investment
thesis for it.
But that company’s just the beginning.
My timely report also reveals two
more medical device manufacturers
helping people overcome other
cosmetic conditions ruining their lives.
And I’m convinced they’ll also reward
investors with gains at least 400% in
the coming months.

still got an extra $4,344 in my
pocket.” – Roger, Alexandria,
VA
“I’m up $10,977. I don't know
how to describe it. I’ve never
had success like this.” –
Benjamin, Rochester, NY
“I’ve been trading for years
now, but this was the biggest
gain I’ve ever had. Wow.
Wow. Wow. All I can say is
thank you!” – David,
Huntington Beach, CA
“I started o! with limited funds
that I couldn’t a!ord to lose.
It’s an incredible feeling to
have doubled my account in
four months.” – Paul, Jackson
Hole, WY
“Instead of having faith in your
recommendation, as I should
have, my bad habits took over.
I did everything wrong. I
bought too soon, I sold too
soon. I bought too soon again,
sold too soon again. And I still
made money!!” – Michael, Red
Bank, NJ
“A $1,500 gain right out of the
gate for a rookie, small investor
like me is like winning a
jackpot on the slots in Vegas
with the first pull of the lever! I
haven't cashed in yet. But
when I do, I imagine it will
feel like 1,500 tiny angels
dancing on my wallet!” –
Kevin, Towson, MD
“Thank you for such a
spectacular performance. I’ve
been an avid stock market
participant for 50 years, and
have never been privileged to
see anyone get out of the gate
as you have.” – Courtney, New
York, NY
“I realized a 100%, $8,000 gain
based on my investment in a
company with great tech
potential, just as you
recommended. As a
60-something widower eagerly
following your
recommendations, I should
consider early renewal of my
subscription!” – Owen,
Tucson, AZ

FFD
DA
AT
Trriippllee PPllaayy ##22
This particular company just received FDA approval for a hand-held laser that
cures nail fungus, an unsightly condition a!ecting between 35 and 36 million
Americans.
The removal of nail fungus (known medically as onychomiycosis) is a
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$1.6-billion industry in the United States
alone, and I’m convinced it has even
more room to grow.
According to Podiatry Today, only 6.3
million of the estimated 35 to 36 million
Americans with nail fungus have been
medically diagnosed. Among those, 2.5
million are actually being treated for the
disease per year.
Bottom line, 33 million people with this disease are going untreated.
Would you feel good going out with your hands looking like this?
Diseased nails like these are typically
treated with oral antifungal medications.
But they carry the risk of nasty side
e!ects, including headaches, upset
stomach, diarrhea, and even potentially
deadly heart and liver problems.
While topical treatments exist for nail
fungus, they don’t work well because
they’re unable to reach the nail bed under nail, where the fungus grows.
What’s needed is intense heat that penetrates the nail, yet doesn’t harm the
surrounding tissues, which is exactly what this laser delivers.
Oh, and it can also treat vascular and pigmented lesions.
The company that created this technology isn’t new to the medical appliance and
equipment industry. Right now, it has a market cap of over $350 million and a
multitude of proven products in the pipeline.
All the details about this company, and how to play it, are in my new FDA
Triple Play report.
FFD
DA
AT
Trriippllee PPllaayy ##33
This firm is revolutionizing laser hair
removal, another cosmetic industry
that’s experiencing explosive growth.
In 2013, over 1.1 million laser hair
removal treatments were performed in
the United States… a 71% increase
over the 786,000 performed in 2000.
It’s the most popular aesthetic laser
procedure for women under the age of
35, and is second only to Botox in
women over 35.
But there’s a big problem with it...
conventional lasers carry the risk of
severe burns.

Look at this photo of laser hair removal
burns. You have to see it to believe it.
I’m sure that was no fun!

There are some real horror stories
out there about laser hair removal
disasters, like this one from The

New York Times:

Her first two laser hair-removal
sessions went smoothly, but the
third ended with burning pain
that persisted for weeks, a
26-year-old Brooklyn woman
recalled. Then the marks
appeared: long red stripes along
the backs of her legs.
“It was horrifying,” said the
woman, who asked not to be
identified in order to preserve
her privacy. “It wasn’t
something you would see on a
normal person.”

But now there’s an alternative to
risking ugly, painful burns like these.
It’s a laser-firing device that’s
synchronized with a miniature cooling
system.
This cooling system dissipates heat
buildup in the tissues around the targeted
hair follicles.
As a result, there’s less irritation, making
it safer and more comfortable than conventional lasers. Better still, unlike many
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other hair removal lasers, it allows practitioners to treat all skin types, not just the
fair skinned.
Can you see why women with unwanted hair would prefer it?
Here are a few more facts about this device:
It’s the most powerful hair removal laser in the world (no system operates
faster).
It’s 70% smaller than competing hair removal lasers (making it easier to use).
Unlike most other laser hair removal devices, it involves no consumables or
disposables, which makes it much cheaper to operate and thus more profitable
for the medical professionals who use it.
The company that created this device recently received FDA approval to market
it, clearing the way for worldwide distribution that’s expected to start generating
significant revenue this year.
Add it all up, and the time to take action is now. That is, before Wall Street
wakes up to its potential.

The FDA Triple Play Is Your
Roadmap to Profit in The Explosive
Cosmetic Surgery Industry
I’m convinced that the tattoo epidemic and other unsightly conditions now
ruining the lives of millions will give you the real chance to make gains of 440000%
%
(or more) in the weeks ahead.
The best way to position yourself for this potential windfall is with my new FDA
Triple Play report.
And if you’ll let me, I’ll give it to you for free.
All you have to do is sign up for T
Thhee PPuubblliisshheerr’’ss SSeerriieess,, which focuses on the
biggest, most important, and simplest investment opportunities with triple-digit
profit potential (or better).
Every year you’ll get at least 10 dispatches. I call these dispatches R
Reedd B
Buulllleettiinnss
because they’re filled with well-researched, clear, concise, and highly profitable
reports you won’t get from mainstream sources.
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These bbuulllleettiinnss come straight from me, Wall Street Daily Publisher Robert
Williams.
And they reveal lucrative opportunities that are hidden right under Wall Street’s
nose.
Like my “failed merger” strategy.
This strategy enables subscribers to claim easy windfalls when proposed mergers
fall through.
Take the proposed merger earlier this year between A
AssttrraaZ
Zeenneeccaa (AZN) and
PPfifizzeerr (PFE)…
I told subscribers that if this merger failed, there would be a $1.134 billion
dividend payout to AstraZeneca shareholders.
But there was a catch…
To collect your share, you needed to be a shareholder by August 15.
Thus, I urged subscribers to buy before that date.
Sure enough, the payout opportunity played out exactly as I predicted.
Bottom line, is I nailed the payout to the dollar, and those who took action on
my recommendation collected a piece of that $1.134 billion (90 cents for every
share owned, to be exact).
Those who didn’t buy in time missed out.
So when I say my PPuubblliisshheerr’’ss SSeerriieess reports are hyper-specific, that’s what I’m
talking about.
The investment ideas you’ll discover in T
Thhee PPuubblliisshheerr’’ss SSeerriieess are easy to
understand and easy to implement.
Whether you’re a new investor or veteran speculator, I promise you’ll find
simple, surprising strategies to grow your wealth in every issue.
In each R
Reedd B
Buulllleettiinn, you’ll get at least one actionable investment
recommendation.
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With T
Thhee PPuubblliisshheerr’’ss SSeerriieess, you don’t just get investment strategies, you get an
education that’ll prepare you to profit handsomely year after year.
See, my goal is to make you a fantastic investor.
And here’s the best part – T
Thhee PPuubblliisshheerr’’ss SSeerriieess is only $7.95 a quarter.
That’s right.
For less than the cost of a burger, you get insights that will sharpen your
investing skills and at least two stock picks with a real opportunity to double
your money in a matter of months.
If you act right now, I’ll also give you a special bonus from one of the greatest
investors of all time.

Limited Time Free Bonus Street
Smarts From World Famous
Investor Jim Rogers

I mean it when I say my goal is to make you a better investor. And I can think of
no better way to jump-start your success in the markets than to turn you over to
the legendary Jim Rogers.
If you don’t know, Jim Rogers was the Co-Founder of the most successful hedge
fund of all time, The Quantum Fund.
Rogers has been consistently beating Wall Street at its own game since the early
1960s, and that ability has made him a highly sought-after guest on financial
news programs around the world.
Now you can benefit from his expertise with his new book, Street Smarts.
I’d like to send you a copy.
Like his previous best-selling books, including Investment Biker, Adventure
Capitalist, Hot Commodities and A Bull in China, Rogers shares what he’s
learned about the markets during his 50-year investing career, including:
Why the current bull market in commodities has more years to run (and the
best commodity sector to invest in right now – see page 28).
A signal that always tells you when it’s time to invest in a sector or industry
(and when it’s time to get out – page 45).
The only sure-fire way to be a consistently successful investor (it involves
nothing you don’t already possess – page 57).
Why diversification is a bad investment strategy (you won’t believe the case
he makes – page 61).
How to get rich in the markets (the simplicity of this strategy will surprise
you, see page 61).
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Rogers weaves his wisdom around mesmerizing stories of his experiences,
including how he earned two Guinness Book world records and made enough
money in the markets to retire at 37.
And throughout his book you’ll find no-holds-barred social and political
commentary that will change the way you think about the world economy
forever.
A word of warning, though… this book is so fascinating you’ll find it hard to put
down, so make sure you block out some time before you start reading.

Street Smarts is yours free with your subscription to T
Thhee PPuubblliisshheerr’’ss SSeerriieess..
And, like my FDA Triple Play report, it’s yours to keep no matter what.
But please know that I only have a limited number of copies. When they’re
gone, they’re gone.
So please don’t wait.

Get in on The Growth of Tattoo
Remorse Ahead of The Crowd
Fortune favors those who act fast, and that’s what you must do if you want the
best chance to profit from the tattoo epidemic sweeping the globe.
And it can only grow in the face of the exploding popularity of tattoos.
Thanks to recent FDA approval, one company in particular is in the driver’s seat
to benefit from all the tattoo removals this epidemic will create… not to mention
the people who use this new laser to erase ugly acne scars and other unsightly
cosmetic conditions.
You’ll learn everything in order to profit from this innovative company in the
FDA Triple Play, as well as two other medical-device manufacturers that have
just received FDA clearance to market their own cosmetic technologies.
Together, these companies are revolutionizing the removal of tattoos, pigmented
lesions, wrinkles, acne scars, nail fungus, unwanted hair, and other devastating
cosmetic ailments.
To get my FDA Triple Play, all I ask is that you take a look at T
Thhee PPuubblliisshheerr’’ss
SSeerriieess, our newest series of ultra-specific investor reports, where you’ll get
actionable investment strategies most brokers are blind to.
And if you act right now, I’ll also mail you a hardcopy of Jim Rogers’ new book,
Street Smarts.
To get all this, just cclliicckk hheerree nnoow
w or call toll-free: 1.866.444.1556.
I’m looking forward to guiding you to lasting success in the markets.
Sincerely,

Robert Williams
September 2014
PP..SS.. I believe investors who follow my instructions in FDA Triple Play have
three outstanding opportunities to quickly make 400% or more.
But the stocks behind these opportunities could shoot in a matter of days, so I
urge you to take action right away.
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